
 Formal loops

Daishi introduced a linear map Lg Vet LU and
checked that it's a Lie algebra homomorphism when9 312
Thegoal ofthisnote is to explain why it's a lie algebrahome

morphism forgeneral g

9.0 Discussion

In thenotes by Ivans we haveseen that jets behavenicely
w.it gluing if X U UU is the union ofopens then JX is

glued from JU JU along their common open subscheme

Jlu.nu
For loops this is not the case LIUAU is notopen in

Ui in any reasonable sense Becauseof this ingeneralone
cannoteven define loops into a nonaffine scheme as an int
scheme in particular one cannotpass from non existing

B to LU
Formal loops remedy thisproblem
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1 1 Definition of formal loops
Let's examine the relationship between LA whose Rpoints

are the Laurent series ait aiER Gm whose

Rpoints are theinverts Laurent series azi The latter
set of Rpoints looks very differentlyfrom azi a is
invertible

Now fix n KEN and consider thefunctor Ln.at sending
R to at areR are tick air aino in in e

If R has nonilpetents then Ln DXR JAYR but thetwo
functors are different As IDX Ln A is an affine scheme highly

nonreduced

Crucialexercise Let a z eLn IR Then azi is
invertible in RAI if aite The inverse lies in Lnni A R

One can define Ln foranyaffine scheme
Considerthe

limit LnX like Lax The corresponding topologicalalgebraof
functions inthecase D is the completion of Gladio a jee
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withrespect to the inverse system of ideals ajlje k

Exercise Use Crucialexercise to deduce an isomorphism between

the induced completion of Clai ajl.jo ai the topological

algebra corresponding to LnGm

Definition By the indscheme offormal loops into
an affine scheme of finite type we mean EX lineLux

lifethink

Astheprevious discussion suggests the ind schemes U

gluenicely over an openaffine cover X U U for ageneral
finitetype scheme X Thegeometricmeaning ofEXfor
affine is that X is theformalneighborhood of JX
in LX

For more on formal loops see
M Kapranov E Vasseret Vertexalgebras formal

loop space
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12 Application

Let G be an algebraic group acting on a smooth

variety UCX be an openaffine Note that IG is a

group ind scheme acting on IX Since IG is theformal

neighborhood of JG in LG the Lie algebras of IG
LG coincide with g t

The action of EG on EX

gives a Lie algebra homomorphism 9kt Vet Ex
Also we have the restriction homomorphism Veit Ix
Veit Iu
Nowapply this construction to the situation of

interest G is a simplegroup GB U NB B
Note that we have the restrictionmap Vect Lu
Vet Eu its injective a Lie algebre homomorphism

IC LU is a subalgebra in EU every continuous

derivation of CLU extends t.CI In this is an
exercise on the definitions of LU Eu It remains to
observe that the Lie algebra homomorphism of 1 VetEu
factors through Vet LU thisfollowsfrom the construction
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in Sec 3.4 of Daishi's talk
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